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proceeds rather upon the basis oC the corpuscular than of the
wave theory. In order to adapt it to the principles of the latter
theory, Fresnel found it necessary to follow Young in assuming
that the sether in any vacuous space connected with the earth
(and therefore practically in the atmosphere) is undisturbed by
the earth's motion of 19 miles per second. Consider for simplicilylhe case in which the direction of the star is at right angles
to that of the earth's motioD, and replace the telescope. which
would be used in practice, by a pair of perforated screens, on
which the light falls perpendicularly. We may farther imagine
the luminous disturbance to consist of a single plane pulse.
When this reaches the anterior screen, so much of it as coincides
with the momentary position of the aperture is transmitted, and
the remainder is stopped. The part transmitted proceeds upon
its course through the ~ther independently of the motion of the
screens. In order, therefore, that the pulse may be transmitted
by the aperture in the posterior screen, it is evident that the
line joining the centres of the apertures must not be perpendicular to the screens and to the wave front, as would have been
necessary in the case of rest. For in consequence of the
motion of the posterior screen in its own plane the aperture
will be carried forward during the time of passage of the light.
By the amount of this motion the second aperture must be
drawn backwards, in order that it ma, be in the place required
when the light reaches it. If the velocity of light be V, and
that of the earth be 11, the line of apertures, giving the apparent
direction of the star, must be directed forwards through an angle
equal to 'D/V. More generally, if the angle between the star
and the point oftbe heavens towards wbich the earth is moving
be.., there will be an apparent displacement towards the latter
point, expressed by sin Cl • fJ/V. and independent of the position
upon the earth's surface where the observation is made. The
ratio v/V is abClut
The aperture in the anterior screen corresponds to the objectglass of the telescope with which the observation would actually
be made, and which is necessary in order to produce agreement
of phase of the various elementary waves at a moderately distant
focal point. The introduction of a refracting medium would
complicate the problem, and is not really necessary Cor our present
purpose. As has been shown (PkilosopJucal MQga.in~, March
11S81, U On Images formed without Reflection or Refraction "),
the only u~e of an object-glass is to sborten the focal length.
Our imaginary screens may be as far apart as we please, and if
the distance is sufficient, the definition, and consequently the
accuracy of alignment, is as great as could be attained with the
most perfect telescope whose aperture is equal to that in the
anterior screen.
It appears, then, that stellar aberration in itselr need present
DO particular difficulty on the wave theory, unless the
hypothesis of a quiescent aether at the earth's surface be ree.
garded as such. But there are a variety of allied phenomena,
mostly of a negative .kind, which require consideration before
any judgment can be formed as to the degree of success with
which the wave theory meets the demands made upon it. In
the first place, the question arises whether terrestrial optical
phenomena could remain unaffected by the snpposed immense
relative motion oC our instruments and of the !ether; whether
reflection, diffraction, and refraction, as ordinarily observed by
us, could be independent of the direction of the rays relatively
to the earth's motion. It may be stated at once that no such
influence has been detected, even in experiments carefuIJ y
designed with this object in view.
Another class ofexperiments, with the results of which theory
must be harmonized, are those of Fizeau and Micbelson upon
the velocity of light in ponderabIe refracting media which have
a rapid motion (relatively to the instruments and other surroundABERRATION.I
ing bodies) in the direction of propagation, or in the opposite
UNDER this head may conveniently be considered not only the direction. These very important researches have proved that
apparent displacement of the stars discovered by Bradley, in the case of water the velocity of the ponderable medium is
but other kindred phenomena dependent upon the velocity of not without effect; but that the increment or decrement of the
light bearing bat a finite ratio to that of the earth in its orbit velocity of propagation is very decidedly less than the velocity
of the water. On the other hand, the motion of air, even at
round the suo, and to other astronomical velociLies.
The explanation of stellar aberration, as usually given, high velocities. has no perceptible influence upon the propagation
of light through it.
J
about 540 English miles.-T1".
Again, it has been found by Airy.l as the result of an experira This paper was written in 1887, when I \Vas occupied with my article upon
""ave Theory" for the" Ellcyclopaedia Britannica," and at a time when ment originally suggested by Boscovitch, that the constant of
a more extensive treatment wa~ contemplated than was afterwards found stellar aberration is the same, whether determined by means of
practicable. Friends OD whom I can rely are of opinion that its publication a telescope of the ordinary kind, or by one of which the tube is
may be useful: and, as I am Dr.lt able to ghre it a complete revision. I prefer filled with water. It is clear that, according to Fresnel's views
to let it stand under its original date. merely warning the reader that very

not improbable that these linear brightenings in the broad dark
lines indicate eruptions of gases from the interior of the body
possessing the continuous spectrum with the dark absorption
lines. Such brightenings are occasionally seen in the spectra
of sun-spots. On this supposition, the fine bright lines would
indicate very nearly the middle of the dark lines.
III The appearance of two maxima of intensity in tbe broad
hright lines admits of the conclnsion that two bodies with
different motions possess spectra with bright , lines, and that
therefore the spectrum of the Nova consists of at least three
spectra superposed, from the measurement of which, in connection with the comparison spectra of IJ Aurigse or IJ 1~auri on the
I"ame plate, the relative motions of the three supposed bodies,
act well as their motions with respect to the earth, can be determined. Denoting the body with the dark-line spectrum by a,
the two others with brighte.line spectra by /) and c, measurements by myself and Dr. Scheincr have given the following
results:
a - i(~ + c)
J20 miles,l
/) - c
70 miles.
and further '"ith respect to the eartha = - 90 mile;, IJ :::::: - 5, e + 6S miles.
U This result is still very uncertain, and must be regarded as
quite preliminary, for it is evident that with the small size of the
spectra the accuracy cannot be pushed very far-a displacement
of ·01 mm. corresponds, for instance, to a motion of 8 to 12
miles, according to the situation of the line in the spectrumand that the size of the silver grain in the photographs can
exert a very marked influence on the measurement8.
re In the photographic spectrum of the Nova, besides the
broad li11es mentioned, several more bright and mostly very
broad lines can be seen, whose wave-lengths I intend to communicate later on'='
PlOt: Pickering communicates some valua.ble information to
the same Dumber of the Ast,onomisclze Nackri&Atm with reference to the visibility of the Nova before its discovery by Dr.
Anderson.
In eighteen photographs of this region, which
were taken by the 8-inch photographic telescopes between
the dates November 3, 1885, and November 2, 1891, no
star in the Nova's place was visible, but in those taken from
December 16, J891, to January 31, 1891, there was a star of the
fifth magnitude recorded. In another series of plates taken
with the transit photometer, no record of the new star up to
December I, 1891, was obtained, although X Aurigse (mag.
5.0 m.) was always visible, but the plates taken on the nights oC
December JO, 1891, and ending January 20, 1892, indicated
clearly the position of the new star.
Ca.refnl examination has been made on all the above-mentioned
plates, and the following extract shows the series of magnitudes
which have been deduced from the measurements : Cl It appears that the star was fainter than the eleventh magnitude on November 2, 1891, than the sixth magnitude on
December I, and that it was increasing rapidly on December 10.
A graphical construction indicates that it had probably attained
the seventh magnitude within a day or two of December 2, and
the sixth magnitude December 7. The brightness increased
rapidly until December 18, attaining its maximum about December 20, when its magnitude was 4·4m. It then began to
decrease slowly, with slight fluctuations, until January 20, \vhen
it was slightly below the fifth magnitude. JJ
From this it "ill be seen that two months' observations have
been lost, owing to its late discovery.
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important work has sillce been published by Michelson.-7an"ary 1892.
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of the condition of the tether at the earth'~ surface, this agreement must involve some particular supposition as to the propa...
gation of light in moving refracting media.

light. If the string is loaded, tile velocity of propagation of
waves is diminished. This represents the passage of light through
stationary refracting matter. If now the loads be imagined to
The theory of these phenomena must evidently torn upon the ron along the string with a velocity not insensible in comparison
question whether the 21her at the earth's surface is at rest, with that of waves, the velocity of the latter is modified. The
absolutely, or relatively to the earth; 1 and this fundalllental substitution of a membrane for a string will allow of a still
question has not yet received a certain answer. The independ- closer parallel. It appears that the suggested model would lead
ence of terrestrial optical phenomena of the earth's motion in to a somewhat different law of velocity from that of Fresnel ; but
its orbit is, of course, more easily explained upon the latter in bringing it forward the object is merely to show that we need
alternative; or rather no explanation is rl'quired. But in that not interpret Fresnel's language too literally.
case the difficulty is thrown upon stellar aberration, which
We will now consider a few examples of the application of
follows 0. more simple law than we should expect to apply in tbe law of velocity in a moving medium; and first to the ex..
the case of an sether disturbed by the passage of a body in its periment of Boscovitch, in which stellar aberration is observed
neighbourhood. Prof. Stokes has, inde~d, attenlpted a theory with a telescope filJed with water. \Ve have only to suppose
on thet:e lines, 2 by supposing the setl~erial motion to be what is the space between the two screens of our fornl-er explanatIon to
called in hydrodynamics irrotational. In strictness there is, be occupied by water, which is at rest relatively to the screens.
however, no such motion possible, subject to the condition of In consequence of the movement of the water, the wave, after
vanishing absolutely at a great distance, and relatively at the I traversin~ the first aperture, is carried laterally with the velocity
earth's surface; and it does not appear that the objection thus' 11(1 - p.-a), and tbis is to be subtracted (rom the actual velociry
arising can be satisfactorily met.
. " of the aperture in the posterior screen. The difference is
If we start from the experimental (acts which have the most p,-It1. The ratio of this to the velocity of light in water (VIp.)
direct bearing upon the question under discussion, we are led I gives the angular displacement of the second aperture nece~sary
to regard Fresnel's views (doubtless in some generalized form) to compensate for the motion. We thus obtain p.-lrJ/V. This
as the more plausible. From the results of Fizeau and Miche)... angle, being measured in water, corresponds to v/V in air; so
son relative to air, we may conclude with tolerable confidence that the result of the motion is to make the star appear as if it
that a smaIl ma~ of ponderable matter, of very low refracting were in advance of its real place by the angle v/V, precisely as
power, moving in space, would not appreciably carry the zther would have happened had the telescope contained air or vacuum
with it. The extension of the argoment to a body as large as instead of water.
the earth is flot unnatural, though it involves certainly an eleWe will now calculate the eff~ct of the motion of a plate perJJlent of hypothesis. In Iikt: manner, if the globe were of water, pendicular to its own plane upon the retardation of luminous
we should expect the ;;ether to be carried forward, but not to the waves moving in the same (or in the opposite) direction. The
full amount. The simplest supposition open to us is that, in any velocity of the plate is fI, its index is p., and its thickness is d.
kiod of ponderable matter, forming part of a complex mass, the Denoting, as before, the velocity of the zther within the plate
rether is carried forward with a velocity dependent upon the by xv, and supposing, in the first place, that the signs of 'lJ and
local refracting power, but independent of tbe refracting power V are the same, we have, for the absolute velocity of the wave in
and velocity of other parts of the mass. In the earth's atmo'" the plate,
sphere, where the refracting power is negligible, tbe relher
VIp. + xv.
\\'ould be sensilJly undisturbed.
We
have
now
to
express
the time (I) occupied by the wave ill
If we agree to adopt this point of view provisionally, we have
next to consider the relation between the velocity of luminous traversing the plate. This is not to be found by simply dividpropagation in moving ponderable matter and the refractive ing a by the above written velocity; for during the time t the
index. The character of this relation wa~ discovt'red by Fresnel, anterior (ace of the plate (which the wave reacbes last) is carried
forward through the distance vt. Pfhus, to determine t we have
whose argument may be thrown into the following form.
Consider the behaviour of the zther when a plate of ponder(VIp. + zv)t = d + 'lit,
able matter (index p.) is carried forward through vacuum with whence
velocity tI in a direction perpendicular to its plane. If D be
Vt_
p.
the density of the sether in vacuum. and D 1 the density in the
(j - I + (x --I)p-v-tV
-· • • • • • • (2)
refracting medium, then, according to Fresners views as to the
cause of refraction, D l
p.tD. The ztber is thus condensed as The time, tOt which would bave been occupied in traversing the
the plate reaches it; and if we assume that the whole quantity same distance (d +vt), had the plate been away, is given by
of 2ther is invariable, this consideration leads to the law giving
V/o d+ vt;
the velociLy (x'tJ) with which the denser setber within the plate
n.ust be suppo~ed to be carried forward. For conceive two so that
ideal plane!l, one in the plate and one in the anterior vacuous
Y!.~ == I +
pvfV
•
d
I + (z - 1)P.1J/V
region, to mo\'e {orW\'ard wilh velocity fJ. The whole amount of
Eether between the planes must remain unchanged. Now, the Thus
quantity entering (per unit area and time) is Dv. and the quantity
Vet - t n) =
1'(1 - v/V)
- 1
(4)
leaving is D1 (fI - xv). Iience,
d
I + (x - 1)p.'lJIV
•••••

I

=

=

=

•
•
Z -::= I - 1£-2, •
••
1 Substit!1tin g i.D this Fresnel's value of x, viz. (I - pr-I), and
so that the velOCIty With whIch the zther ID the plate IS carried neglecting as IDsensible the square of "IV. we find
Forward is 'lJ (I - ,.-2), tending to vanish as lA approaches unity. 1
If V be the velocity of light in vacuum, and V/1£ the velocity in
V(t - to) = (p - I) d(1 - vfV)·· • • • • (5)
the ~edium. at ~est, then the absolute velocity of light in the If we suppose that part of the orjginal wave traverses the plate.
movIng medlum IS
and that part passes alongside, (5) gives the relative retardation
VIp. ±. ';) (1 - p.-2).. • • • • • • • (I)
-that is, the distance between the wave fronts which wtre
Whatever may be thought of the means by which it is ob.. originally in one plane. It would appear at first sight that this
tained, it is not a little remarkable that this (ornlula, and DO result would give us the means of rendering 11 evident. For the
other, is consistent with the facts of terrestrial refraction, if we I retardation, depending upon the sign of'iJ/V, will be altered
once admit that the zther in the atmosphere is at absolute rest. It . when the direction of the light is reversed, and this we bave it
is not probable that the aether, in moving refracting bodies, can in our power to bring about by simply turning our apparatus
properly be regarded as ilseJ! in motion j but if we knew more through 180°. A more careful examination will, however, lead
about the matter we might come to see that the objection is us to a different conclusion.
The most obvious way of examining the retardation would be
verbal rather than real. Perhaps the following illustration may
assist the imagination. Compare the aether in vacuum to. to use homogeneous light, and, ~y producing regular interferstretched string, the trallsverse vibrations or which represent ence of the two portions, to observe the position of the fringes,
and any displacement that might result (rom a shift of the
:t An accusation of crudeness might lairly be brought against this phraseoapparatus relatively to the direction of the earth's motion. But
logy: but aD attempt to express the argument in more general language
if we employ for this purpose a terrestrial flame, l.g. that of a
would probably fail, and would in any case be tedious.
Bunsen's burner containing sodium, we have to take into
a Piil. Mq., xxviii., 1846, p. 76: xxix., 1846, P. 6-
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account the fact that the source is itself in motion. For it is
evident that the waves which pass in a given time through any
point towards which the source is moving are more numerous
than had the source heen at rest, and that the wave..lengths are
correspondingly shortened. If El be the velocity of the source,
the wave-length i'5 changed from i\ to i\( [ - v/V). At a point
behind, from which the source is retreating, the wave-length
is A(I + v/V). We shall have occasion to refer n~ain to this
principle, named after Doppler, as applied by Huggincs and
others to theinve;tigation of the motion of the heavenly bodies
in the line of sight.
Referring now to (5), we see that, although the a6so1ttte re..
tardation is affected by ri, yet that the retardation as l1uas"red i"
'ltJav,../engtlls remains unaffected.
If, then, there be, in the
absence of v, an agreement of phase between the two interfering
beams, the introduction of'lJ will cause no disturbance. Conse·
quently no shirting or the interference bands is to be expected
when the apparatus is turned so that the direction of propagagation makes in succession all possible angles with that of the
earth's motion.
The experiment ha! been modified by Hoek,l who RO
arranged matters as to eliminate the part of the retardation
independent of 'I). As berore, of two parallel beams A and
B. one, A, passes tbrouRb a plate oC refracting medium; the
other, B, through air. The beams are then collected by a lens,
at the principal focus of which is placed a mirror. After re8ec..
tion by this mirror, the beam~ exchange paths, B returning
through the plate, and A through air. Apart, therefore, from a
possible effect of the motion, there would be complete compensation and no final difference of path_ As to the effect of
the motion, it would appear at first sight that it ought to be
sensible. During the first passage, A is (OD account
v)
accelerated; on the return, B is retarded; and thus we might
expect, upon the whole, a relative acceleration of A equal to
(p. - I) d . 2V/V. But here, again, we have to consider the {act
that another part of the apparatus, viz. the mirror, partakes in the
motion. In the act of reftection the original retardation of A is
increased by twice the distance through which the mirror retreats
in the interval between the arrival of the two waves. This distance is (with sufficient approximation) (p - I) d • v/V; so that
the inftuence of the movement of the mirror just compensat~s
tlte acceleration of A which would have resulted in the case of
a .fixed mirror On the whole, then, and so long as the square
of fJ/V may be neglected, no displacement of fringes is to be
expected when the apparatus is turned. The fact that DO dis..
placement was observed by Hoek, nor in an analogous experiment by Mascart, t proves that if the stationary condition of the
aether in terrestrial vacuous spaces be admitted, we are driven
to acc!pt Fr~nel's Jaw of the rate of propagation in moviDg
refracting medIa.
What is virtually another form of the same experiment was
tried by Maxwell,3 with like negative results. In this case,
prisms were used instead of plates j and the effect if existent,
would have shown itself by a displacement of the image of a
a spider.line when the instrument was turned into various
azimuths.
On the basis of Fresnersviews it may, infact, be proved generally
that, so far as the first power oC v/V is concerned, the earth's motion
would Dot reveal itself in any phenomenon of terrestrial refractiOD, diffraction, or ordinary refraction. The more important
special cases were examined by Fresnel himself, and the demonstration has been completed
Stokes.· Space win Dot
allow of the reproduction of these IDvestigations here, and this
is the less necessary, as the experiment of Hoek, already examined, seems to raise the principal question at issue in the
most direct manner.
Another point remains to be touched upon. We have hitherto
neglected dispersion, treating p as constant. In stationary dispersing media, p, ma), be regarded indifferently as a function of
the wave..length or of the periodic time. When, however, the
medium is in motion, the distinctioD acquires significance; and
the question arises, What value of p. are we to understand in
the principaJ term V/ p. of (r)? Mascart points out that the
entirely negative results of such experiments as those above
described indicates that, in spite of the difference of wave..length
I A.nli,,~.s Nlerlantla.ises. t. Hi. p. :180 (1868); t. iv_ Pe ...43 (186g).
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due to the mOlion, we must take the sJ.me value oC p. as if the
mediam and the source had been at rest, or that p, is to be
regarded as a function of the period.
Mascart has experimented also upon the influence of the
rarth's motion upon double refractioD, with results which are
entirely negative. The theoretical interpretation must remain
somewhQ.t ambiguous, so long as .we remain in ignorance of the
mechanical cause of double refraction.
Reference has already been made to the important experi..
ments by Fjzeau and by Michelson upon the velocity of light in
moving media. The methods in its main features, is due to the
former, l and is very ingeniously contrived for its purpose. Light
issuing from a slit is rendered parallel by a collimating lens, and
is then divided into two portions, which traverse tubes containing running water. After passing the tubE-B, the light falls upon
a focnc;sing lens and mirror (all; in Hoek's experiment), the effect
of which is to interchange the paths. Both rays traverse both
tubes; and, consequently, when ultimately brought together.
they are in a condition to produce interference bands. If now
the water is allowed to flow through the tubes in opposite directions, one ray propagates itself throughout with, the motion of
the water, and the other against the motion of the water; and
thus, if the motion has aoy effect up3n the velocity oC light, a
shift of the bands is to be expected. 11lis shift may be doubled
by reversing the fl lW of water in the tubes.
Fizeau's investigation has recently been repeated in an im·
proved form by Michelson. 2
lie Light from a source at a falls on a half-silvered surface, 11,
where it divides; one part following the pa.th lJ & d ef IJ g.
and the other tbe path IJ fed c 11 g. This arrangement has
.

the following advantages·: (I) it permits the use of an extended
source of light, as a gas flame; (2) it allows any distance between the tubes which may be desired; (3) it was tried by a
preliminary experiment, by placing all inclined plate of glass at
k. The only effect was either to alter the \\~idth of the fringes,
or to alter their inclination; !Jut in no ease was thl centl"e of Ik~
teltt,al wkitefringe Qffi~ted. Even holding a lighted match in
the path had no effect on this point.
11 The tll bes containing the fluid were of brass, 28 mm. internal diameter; and in the first seriea of experiments, a little
over 3 metres in length, and in the second series a little more
than 6 metres."
Even with the longer tubes and the full velocity (about 8
metres per second) the displacement on reversal amounted to
less than the width of a fringe. Nc:vertheless, fairly concordant
results were arrived at ; and th~ showed that the fraction (x)
of the velocity of the water Cri) by which the velocity of light is
altered is -434, with a possible error of ± '02. The numerical
value the theoretical expression is

or

x

I
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in very close accordance.
• C The experiment was also tried with air moving with a
velocity of 2S metres per second. The displacement was about
·01 of a fringe; a quantity smaller than the probable error of
An". tie CAI,nie, Ill. IviL (1859).
AnlericanJ()11'·"1I1, voL xxxL p. 371 (1886).
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observation. The value calculated front (I - 1£-2) would be I motion of heavy masses parallel to, and in the immediate neigh0036."
bourhood of, the ray.
We have seen that, so far as the first power oC vJV is conIf we once admit the principle that. whatever the explanation
cerned, Fresnel's theory agrees with all the facts of the case. may be, no ordinary 1 terrestrial observation is affected by the
'The question whether it is possible to contrive an experiment in earth's motion, it is easy to give an account of what must
which 1J1J/V2 shall be sensible, has been considered by Michel- happen when the light comes from an external source which
son,l who, bavinJ:t arrived at an affirmative conclusion, proceeded may have a motion in the line of sight. Imagine, for example,
to attack this very clifficult experimental problem. In Michel- a spectro!;copic examination of a soda flame situated on a slar
son's apparatus interference is brought about between two rays, and vibrating in identical periods \vith those oC terrestrial soda
coming of course originally from the same source, one of which flames. In accordance with Doppler's principle, 1he wavehas traversed to and fro a distance, D, parallel to the earth's lengths are altered by a relative motion in the line of sight, and
motion, and the other a like distance in the perpelldicular direc- the fact may be rendered evident by a comparison between the
tion. The pha!;e of the latter ray is considered by MicbeJson to spectTa of the star and of the terrestrial flame, held so as to be
be unaffected by the earth's motion. As to the former, it is seen in the same direction. The simplest case is when the flame
is entirely external to the apparatus, so that both lights are
retarded by the amount
treated in precisely the same way. It is evident that, under
~ + ~ _ 2D = 2D • VI
these circumstances, the difference between the two cannot rail
v - 'iJ V + 'iJ V V V:J'
to become apparent; and this way of regarding the matter
shows also that the apparent displacement of the bright lines in
or, reckoned in distance at velocity V,
the stellar spectrum is dependent upon the relative, and not
further upon the absolute, motions of the star and of the earth.
2Dffl/V'. • • . • . . . . . (6)
The mean of observations, equally distrihuted over the year,
le Considering only the velocity or the earth in its orbit,
would thus give data for determining the relative motion in the
2
8
the ratio v/V = 10--:& approximately, and fJ2/V = 10- • If : line of sight of the star and of the solar system.
D = 1200 mm., or, in wave-lengths of yellow light. 2,000,000, I If the external source be the sun itself. it might be thought
then in terms of the same unit, 20 v'/V! = ·04·
.
I that the spectra must agree almost perfectly, the eccentricity of
"If, therefore, all apparalus is so constnlcted as to permIt two the earth's orbit beina so very small. But th·-.:: sun is a revolving
pencils of li~ht, which have travellf'd over paths at right angles body, and consequently a distinction must be made according
to each other to interfere. the pencil which has travelled in the to the part of the sun from which the light proceeds. It is
direction of the ea..lh's motion, will in reality travel ·04 of a found, in fact, that a very sen~ihle shift takes place in the posiwave..length further than it would have done were the earth at tion oftbe dark lines according as the light under observation
rest. The other pencil, being at right angle:; to the motion, comes from the advancing or from the retreatiDg limb. Thic;
would Dot be affected.
circumstance has been successfitlly employed by ThoUoD and
U If now the apparatus be revolved through goG, so that the
Cornu to distinguish between lines having a solar and a tersecond pencil is brought into the direction of the earth's motion, restrial origin. In the latter case it is a matter of indiffereDce
its path will be lengthened ·04 wave-length. The total change from which part of the sun the light proceeds.
in the position of the interference bands would be ·08 of the
In general optical theory the finiteness of the velocity of light
diqtance between the bands, a quantity easily measurable."
is usually disregarded. Velocities at least ten times greater
In the actual experiment, the earth's velocity was not avail- than that of the earth in its orbit are, however, known to astroable to the lull extent, and the displacement to be expecte(l on nomers; and such mnst begin to exercise a. sensible influence
this account was reduced to .048 ; but Michelson considers upon radiation. Moreover, in so wide a generalization as the
that some addition to it should be Dlade on account of the theory of exchanges, the neglect of even a small quantity is
motion of the solar system as a whole. The displacement unsatisfactory. Prof. Balfour Stewart has discussed the inactually found was ·022; and when the apparatus was em- ftuence of the motioD of a plate exercising selective absorption
ployed in such azimuths that the rotation should have had no upon the equilibrium of radiation within an inclosure. He
effect in any case, ·034. These results are very sma)), and argues that a disturbance will ensue, involving a violation of
Michelson gives reasons for regarding them as partially system- the second law of thermodynamics, unless compensated by
atic errors of experiment. He concludes that there is no real some other effect not hitherto recognized. It appears, howdisplacement of the bands, and that the hypothesis ofa stationary ever, more probable that the whole radiation coming/rOil' and
rether is thus sbown to be inconsistent with fact.
tR1"ougA a plate would not be altered by its motion. Whatever
It has, however, been recently pointed out by Lorentz i t~at effect (in accordance with Doppler's law) the motion has upon
l\fichelson has over-estimated ~he effect to be expected accordIng the radiation from the plate, a similar effect would probably be
to Fresn~l's vi~ws.. The ray which travels perp~ndicularly to produced upon the absorbing power. On this view the only
the earth s motIon IS not unaffected thereby, but IS retarded to result of the motion would be to change the wave-length of the
the amount represented by D 'lJ'J/V'J. The outstanding reI a.. rays most powerfully emitted and absorbed, but without dis..
tive retardation is thus onl)· D 1J'/VJ, instead of the double turbing the balance required by the theory of exchanges. The
of that quantity. .\ccepting this correction, we have to expect, moving plate would in fact be equivalent to a stationary one of
according to Fresnel's views, a shift of only .024 of a band in slightly different quality.
RAYLEIGH.
l\fichelson's experiment.
1887.
Under these circumstances Michelson's results can hardly be
_
regarded as weighing heavily in the scale. It is much to be
SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
wished that the experiment should be repeated with such improvements as experience suggests. In observations spread
LoNDON.
over a year, the effects, if aoy, due to the earth's motion in its
Mathematical
Society,
March Io.-Prof. Greenhill,
orbit, and to that of the solar system through space, would be
F.R.S., President, in the chair.-The President and Mr. S.
sepa.rated.
On the whole, Fresnel's hypothesis of a stationary zther Roberts, F.R.S., spoke upon the loss the Society had sustained
appears to be at the present time the more probable; but the by the recent decease of Or: lIirst, F. R.S., toucbi~g.more
question must be considered to be an open one. Further especially upon the great services he had rendered to It ID the
evidence would be luost important; but it is difficult to see from early days of its existence.-The following paper was read:what quarter anything essentially new can be expected. It The simplest equivalent of a given optical path, and the obs~r
might be worth \vhile for astronomers to inquire whether it is vations required to determine it, by Dr. J. Larmor. To speclfy
really true, as is generally assumed, that stellar aberration is an optical path through a heterogeneous medium like the atmoindependent of the position upon the earth's surface from \vhich sphere, or through an arrangement of refracting substances like
the observation is made. Another question that might, perhaps. an optical instrument, we require the geometrical curve foJJowed
be submitted with advantage to an experimental examination is by the filament of light, a.nd also the cbaracter of the modificawhether the propagation of light io air is affected by the rapid tion produced on a filament following this path across the medium.
r A.,ItCnCa1l JO.""41, xxii. p. 120 (r8SI).
:I &I Over den iDvloed dien de beweging der aarde of de Iicht verschijnselen
uitoefent." (Amsterdam, 1886.)
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This CJ.ualification is inserted in order to exclude such an experiment as

that of Mlchelson. just described. in which an attempt is made to render
I sensible
an effect depending on "lJl/V2_
B.A. RelJOrt, 7
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